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HE editor has an article under the title "Why Is the

Moon!" in St. Michael's Almanac for 1913. Its object

is to show the great benefits conferred upon the earth

by our moon. After mentioning the amount, quality

and duration of its light, he calls attention to the

moon's action in raising the useful tides that our sea-

ports have. He next proves that in regard to these

tides, and especially in regard to total eclipses of the

sun, our moon is altogether unique in the solar system,

that it is rather a companion to the earth than a satellite, and

finally that the harmonious combination of the moon's size, dis-

tance, mass, density, length of month, duration of visibility,

phases, quality of light, tide-raising power and faculty of eclips-

ing the sun totally, has no counterpart in the solar system, is

of the greatest benefit to our welfare, and is another proof

amongst others of the supervision of a kind and omniscient

Providence.

On last June 26, the editor observed the eclipse, technically

the occultation, of Antares, the brightest star in the Scorpion,

by the moon. He had published in "Popular Astronomy" for

that month a map showing the times to the nearest minute of the

disappearance and reappearance of the star for the entire United

States. He himself observed these moments to the hundredth

of a second in the telescope by means of the electric chrono-

graph. His results were published in the Astronomische Nach-

richten No. 4590 on July 18.

A most interesting scientific volume has lately been added to

the University library. It is a quarto of large size, 10x13 inches,

printed on thick glossy paper, and bears the title Zur Geschichte

Der Astronomischen Messwerkzeuge, that is, Contributions to

Professor of Physics, Astronomy and Geology, The Creighton University,
College of Arts and Sciences; Director of the Observatory.
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the History of Astronomical Measuring Instruments. It is writ-

ten by John A. Eepsold, himself a famous instrument maker and

well qualified to speak on his favorite topic. Like his father,

he has been engaged all his life in the manufacture of astro-

nomical apparatus, and being thoroughly interested in his work,

has seen and read much about such instruments made in former

centuries. The subject is so large to him, that he disavows any-

thing like an exhaustive treatment of it in his book. He selects

the period between the years 1450 and 1830 when the science of

astronomy and the instruments it used were undergoing their

greatest transformation.

The book is illustrated by 171 engravings, nearly all of

them full page, taken together with their descriptions from the

works of the great masters. It will strike the modern reader as

a very unfortunate handicap, that most of the greatest astrono-

mers of former centuries had to make their own instruments

with their own hands before their real astronomical work could

begin. Even as late as a century ago, the great Sir William

Herschel ground his own mirrors, even the four-foot mirrors of

which we read so much, and then used it with untiring and most
intelligent activity.

While the text contains any amount of useful and interest-

ing information, the illustrations by themselves speak perhaps
even more plainly of the great progress made in the manufac-
ture of astronomical instruments. The author adheres strictly

to his title, Measuring Instruments, and therefore treats only in

passing of lenses and mirrors and of the telescope proper; but
he shows very clearly how the altitudes and other angular dis-

tances of the sun, moon, planets and stars were measured. At
first such instruments were very large and built almost entirely

of wood, the smaller ones, even those used by the greatest

geniuses, being often of pasteboard with their graduations in

ink
; then they were slowly changed into metal. The sight-holes

on the large sextants and quadrants very reluctantly yielded to

the telescope.

An interesting story, which is to be found also in The Ob-
servatory of April, 1911, is told of how Halley, so well known of
late on account of his comet, was deputed by the Eoyal Society
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to go to Danzig to confer with Hevelius as to whether he should

put mere cross-wires and pin-holes on the measuring instruments

he intended to order for his new observatory or equip them

with the new-fangled telescope. As Hevelius was actually using

his old-fashioned instruments with such skill that he obtained

much greater accuracy than other observers who had applied

the telescope to their apparatus, Halley unfortunately followed

Hevelius 's example and did not make use of the telescope, for

while this was certainly a retrograde step in principle, it is but

another instance of the mistakes that even the greatest minds

may make.

And lastly the author shows the progress made in the gradu-

ations, that is, in dividing the circles accurately into equal parts.

This has in our day reached such perfection, that a modern in-

strument small enough to be held in one hand, is immeasurably

superior in this respect to the huge quadrants and mural circles

of former ages.

At least four Jesuits are mentioned by Eepsold. "While he

disputes Clavius 's priority to the invention of the vernier, which

is granted by other writers, he mentions Boscovich's base-meas-

uring apparatus, and Grienberger's and Schemer's equatorial

mounting, that is, a mounting of the telescope upon two axes at

right angles to each other, one of which is parallel to the earth 's

axis and about which the instrument may be turned by clock-

work. It is only by this means that a heavenly body may be kept

automatically in the field of view for an unlimited time, and that

photographs and accurate measurements of its dimensions may
be obtained. It is needless to say that all modern telescopes

devoted to this kind of work, must use this form of mounting in

some shape or other. The great telescope of the Creighton

University Observatory is of course equatorially mounted, and
is driven by its clock so well, that the study of the moon in its

entirety with a low power, or of some limited region of it with a

high power, or of any other celestial object, overwhelms one

almost like a revelation when he has never used such conven-

iences and been obliged to move his telescope by hand or even

to lift it up bodily and steady it against a post.

The next time the reader comes to the Observatory, he will
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know that he also, in common with all the astronomical world,

will share in the benefits of a Jesuit invention. It is only one

out of many others which we may mention as opportunity arises,

and which receive due recognition in our lecture room. It has

been dilated upon here because its practical utility is apparent

even to the unprofessional, and because its principle is not so

exclusively mathematical as the rest of the instruments in Kep-

sold's book.

A new meteorological observatory has lately been estab-

lished in the Jesuit College at Cienfuegos, Cuba. Although the

College of Belen in Havana has long been doing most valuable

service to humanity in those parts by its hurricane warnings, it

was felt that a second observatory would be able to do much
auxiliary and confirmative work, or even contribute much or-

iginal information in the prediction of West Indian tornadoes.

Father Vines had long ago immortalized himself and the College

of Belen by his discovery of the character and motion of the

clouds that usually precede a hurricane, and he had formulated

a few simple rules, the observance of which had been of in-

estimable benefit to navigation in the West Indies.

Upon the death of Father Vines, on July 23, 1893, Father

Gangoiti, who was then at Cienfuegos, was appointed to succeed

him. He has been in Havana ever since, and has there made a

name for himself second only to that of his illustrious predeces-

sor and master. It augurs well therefore for the success of the

new observatory at Cienfuegos, that its foundations were laid

by so eminent a man. But it is only of late that its present

director, Father Simon Sarasola, has come into possession of a

more complete instrumental outfit, and has been able to devote
the necessary time to the observations and their study. Besides
all the usual instruments for investigating every phase of the

weather, there are a large number of self-registering ones, a
small transit and theodolite, a Eiefler clock and a 514-inch tele-

scope for observing sun spots by means of an ingenious helio-

scope.

As an earnest of its future utility, the new observatory at

Cienfuegos has lately issued the first volume of its Annals for
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the year 1911. It is quite a large book, and besides containing

six pages devoted to each month with eight readings a day of

all the instruments, together with their means, maxima, range

and the like, as also their hourly and monthly variations, it

devotes several chapters to West Indian hurricanes in general,

and also to a few in particular, which the new observatory has

been able successfully to predict.

The publications of the Zi-ka-wei Observatory, near Shang-

hai, China, come regularly to our library. They embrace

meteorological, magnetic, seismological and astronomical work.

The observatory has made itself very necessary to a large dis-

trict in the Far East by its prediction of typhoons and storms.

Its position on Chinese soil enables it to speak with unsurpassed

authority on all scientific matters that concern China. This ap-

pears most unusually evident in its latest publication, which is a

Catalogue of Earthquakes observed in China from the year

1767 before Christ to the year 1896 after Christ, a period of

over 36 centuries. This compilation required six years of the

most painstaking and consummate skill in deciphering and in-

terpreting old manuscripts.

The number of earthquakes given in the Zi-ka-wei publica-

tion is 3,322. What is most surprising in this long list, is that

in all except perhaps one or two per cent of the entire number,

not only the year, but even the month and the day of the month
are given, together with the locality, and also very often some
particulars in regard to the damage done and lives lost. While

the compilers are careful to note in a separate column whenever

an earthquake is mentioned in catalogues previously published,

they also affix a mark to those that they believe have never been

made known before. On turning page after page in this long

list, one generally finds nothing but this mark, so that it would

appear that about 90 per cent of the number are due to the

labors of the Jesuit investigators. For instead of the three or

four compilations consulted by one author, and a few more re-

ferred to by others, they themselves have had access to over four

hundred Chinese documents.


